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Dr. Kate Westbrook inherits a concierge medical practice near Austin, Texas. Things go very wrong.

Medical mistakes or sabotage? Jack Stone, her live-in lover, has what he thinks is an answer to her

problems, but could it make things worse? Modern technology and the best of intentions do not

always provide the best outcome for the patient. As they try to solve the mystery that surrounds

them they discover the horrifying truth that is not only threatening patient's lives but also their own.
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The book pulls you in from the first chapter - with an instance of a Ã¢Â€Â˜clinical errorÃ¢Â€Â™

resulting in chilling consequences - and holds on to you until the final pages.This is a medical

suspense story with a backdrop that touches on complicated real world issues such as the business

side of medicine and the role of humans vs cutting edge technology. The heroine fights personal

dangers to help patients at their most vulnerable moments from being victims of sociopathic greed.

Egerton artfully takes you on a roller coaster of a story from the homey (another cup of tea) to the

horrific (not the babies!) that makes this a real pager turner.In full disclosure, the author is my father

so there may be some bias but I did really enjoy this books (although some of the



Ã¢Â€Â˜intimateÃ¢Â€Â™ scenes were an awkward read :)

My only concern was the extra verbiage in this book that I felt was unnecessary. The same thing

happened every night and the same thing happened every morning going to the clinic so why keep

repeating it. I kept reading because the medical information and the twist and turns were great!

I started this book aboard a JetBlue flight and couldn't put it down! The plot was so current with

drones and technology that the story is totally believable! I was fascinated to see how the story

developed and bringing in all forms of technology made me wonder if this story isn't too far off! Read

it and enjoy!!

I really enjoy fiction,but fiction based on some level of realism.. Other than the explanation of

medical which I did appreciate,I found this book to be totally unreal. For so many perilous

circumstances to go through in a short amount of time just did not seem real
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